INTRODUCTION
Anti-de Sitter (AdS) spacetime has been shown to be unstable against the formation of black holes for a large class of arbitrarily small perturbations, except for specific initial data [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . Given the interpretation of black hole formation as thermalization in the AdS/conformal field theory (CFT) duality, the questions of stability and turbulence of AdS are very important. The instability is apparently due to a subtle interplay of local non-linear dynamics and the non-local kinematical effect of the AdS reflecting boundary. An important question therefore concerns the dependence of the instability and turbulent behaviour on the local dynamics. We investigate the effects of higher curvature terms, which translate to finite N and 't Hooft coupling corrections in the dual CFT.
We use the Gauss-Bonnet (GB) term to model these higher curvature corrections since the equations of motion contain only second derivatives and are readily amenable to a Hamiltonian analysis. The GB term changes the local dynamics in regions of high curvature and radically alters the critical behaviour (Choptuik scaling) of microscopic black hole (BH) formation [10, 11] . An important feature of 5D Einstein-GaussBonnet (EGB) gravity is that the horizon radius of a static spherically symmetric BH vanishes for a critical value of the ADM mass. This implies that a BH cannot form dynamically for ADM mass less than this critical value. Due to the reflecting boundary conditions at infinity in AdS spacetime, in the sub-critical region there are two possible endstates: a naked singularity or a quasiperiodic state in which the matter continues to bounce back and forth. It is important to determine which of these endstates is realized generically.
In addition, a previous study [10] found evidence that some initial data with super-critical ADM mass still do not form black holes in asymptotically flat spacetime, i.e. that there is a radius gap. We confirm the presence of a radius gap and observe that in asymptotically AdS spacetime it affects black hole formation even at ADM mass far above the critical value.
In the following we present 5D numerical simulations consistent with the conjecture that the stability of AdS in 5D EGB gravity is restored for arbitrarily small perturbations. In the AdS/CFT correspondence, this would imply that low-energy perturbations of Yang-Mills theories on S 3 need not thermalize when finite N and 't Hooft coupling are taken into account.
ACTION AND EQUATIONS OF MOTION
The action for 5D EGB gravity with cosmological constant minimally coupled to a massless scalar is given by
We will later rescale ψ to remove the Planck scale and numerical factors from the equations of motion. As R → ∞, any static spherically-symmetric solution asymptotes to AdS with effective cosmological constant λ ef f = (1 − √ 1 − 4λλ 3 )/2λ 3 . It proves convenient to use coordinates in which the AdS scale λ ef f = 1.
A Hamiltonian analysis of EGB (and more general Lovelock) gravity in the spherically symmetric context has been carried out in [12] [13] [14] [15] ; due to the Hamiltonian constraint, the generalized Misner-Sharp mass function [16] 
gives the energy due to matter within radius R and asymptotes to the ADM mass at R → ∞ [17] . In terms of the mass function, the horizon condition (
even in the dynamical context. This suggests that it is impossible to form a BH when the ADM mass is less than this critical value.
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To connect more readily to previous literature, we work in Schwarzschild-like coordinates with metric
and spatial coordinate R = tan(x). In future work, we will consider AdS gravitational collapse in flat-slice coordinates, which are useful for studying scaling and singularity formation since they allow evolution past apparent horizon formation. The resulting first order equations of motion are
Here, Φ = ψ ,x and Π is conjugate to ψ. In this parameterization the horizon condition is A = 0. The boundary conditions at the origin are identical to those in asymptotically flat spacetime and are wellknown. At infinity, the boundary conditions are
where ρ = π/2 − x.
NUMERICAL METHOD
We solve the system (5-9) numerically using fourth order finite difference stencils, and fourth order RungeKutta integration in space and time. The cell-centered values for the spatial integration are set via sixth order polynomial interpolation. While typically when investigating critical phenomena in general relativity adaptive mesh refinement (AMR) is used, we find that global mesh refinement as used in [1, 2, 4, [6] [7] [8] [9] is faster (when using MPI to parallelize) and much better at resolving the transfer of energy to high frequency modes [1, 3, 4] . Our simulations generally use between 2 13 and 2 16 grid points equally spaced in the compactified coordinate 0 ≤ x ≤ π/2.
Even though we use a unigrid implementation, our code also has full AMR similar to that used in [3, 5] . If desired, we are able to switch between the unigrid and AMR implementation during a run. This allows for careful investigation of critical phenomena even after many bounces. We leave this to possible future work.
We have verified that our code is consistently convergent, and that conserved quantities, such as the ADM mass, remain fully fifth order accurate throughout simulations. Additionally, we verify that altering parts of the algorithm to higher and lower order methods provides the expected convergence changes [18] .
RESULTS
In all simulations we use Gaussian initial data Fig. 1 shows the horizon radius vs amplitude for 5D Einstein gravity, indicating that our code gives the expected results for long times in this case. Specifically, we see BH formation after the initial pulse bounces off the AdS boundary at infinity, possibly a large number of times.
Since the coordinates break down at the horizon, the code signals horizon formation when A(x, t) falls below 2 7−k , where k is the exponent in the number of grid points used in the simulation, i.e. 2 15 + 1. The inset in Fig. 1 presents a plot of black hole formation time vs amplitude for 5D Einstein gravity. It illustrates that BH formation occurs soon after an integer number of reflections from the AdS boundary (a round-trip time from origin to boundary takes time π). The formation time is approximately piecewise constant, which increases exponentially in each piece as the amplitude decreases. Fig. 2 shows the effect of introducing a non-zero GB parameter, λ 3 = 0.002, for the same initial data as above. The figures only cover the range = 36 to 48 because BH formation for lower amplitudes required many reflections and requires more computation time. The lowest ampli-tude for which we successfully formed a black hole was = 36, which required 24 bounces. The inset of Fig. 2 be straight lines [19] of slope γ = 0.4131 ± 0.0001 [20] corresponding to Choptuik scaling, the graphs level off near x H ∼ 0.014 in both cases, suggesting the existence of a radius gap in agreement with [10] .
Another feature of both sets of data is a jump in horizon radius as the amplitude is lowered. This can be understood by considering the horizon function, A(x, t). In particular, when the horizon radius gets small, A(x, t) flattens out near horizon formation and additional minima (see Fig. 4 ) appear. The jump in horizon radius occurs as an outer minimum "overtakes" the inner ones in reaching the value that signals horizon formation in the code first. This indicates that the scalar pulse forms multiple thick shells interior to the outer minimum. To address the question of the endstate for ADM mass below M crit , we simulated an amplitude = 20, where crit = 21.86 corresponds to M crit . Without the GB term this amplitude results in black hole formation after three bounces. In the present case the simulation was continued to t = 200, corresponding to over 60 bounces, with no horizon formation. The dynamics of the pulse as it bounces back and forth is quite intricate [21] .
Comparison to Einstein gravity is instructive. Fig. 5 graphs Π 2 at the origin, which is proportional to the trace of the stress tensor, for = 12.7 in Einstein gravity. The tendency of the scalar pulse to get more concentrated, or focused, at the origin after each bounce from the boundary is apparent in the steadily increasing peak value of Π 2 . Fig. 6 graphs Π 2 for = 20 in EGB gravity. In contrast, the pattern is irregular, and there is no apparent tendency to focus.
From the inset in Fig. 6 one can see that there are multiple peaks of Π 2 (x = 0). This agrees with our observations from animations that the GB term causes the original pulse to break up into multiple smaller pulses, which then propagate through the spacetime. The GB term causes delays in the implosions resulting in a slightly different phase for the different pulses. We have observed that BH's form when a sufficient number of these pulses are within the horizon radius at the same time. Interestingly, this does not necessarily translate into the curvature being large at the origin.
Additionally, the energy spectrum of the = 20 pulse shows no evidence of a turbulent cascade of energy to higher frequencies as time passes [21] . This provides some support to the notion that the system settles into a smooth quasi-periodic state, however more simulations are necessary to draw a definitive conclusion. 
CONCLUSIONS
We have presented the results of numerical simulations of spherically symmetric massless scalar field collapse in 5D AdS EGB gravity. Our data are consistent with the conjecture that stability against small perturbations is restored. Some speculations are perhaps in order: After each bounce from the boundary, the Einstein term focuses the pulse of matter as it implodes at the origin. The GB term, on the other hand, tends to have an opposite, defocusing, effect that resists BH formation at small horizon radii. This allows the matter to travel to the boundary multiple times before BH formation. The defocusing effect is evident in the out-of-phase peaks in Π(x = 0) 2 seen in Fig. 6 as well as the flattened form of the horizon function (Fig. 4) in EGB gravity. We conjecture that it is this defocusing, in conjunction with the dynamical radius gap, that produces the complex structure seen in Fig. 2 . Moreover, when the GB and Einstein terms compete, it is possible to produce very intricate wave forms. One can speculate further that the map from amplitude to horizon formation time may evince a fractal structure due to the interplay between Einstein and GB dynamics at the origin. In any case, the data clearly suggest that the GB corrections to the dynamics at short distances inhibit the formation of black holes and that stability may indeed be restored. Of course, it is much more difficult to prove stability, if indeed that is the case, than instability. We plan a detailed study of these issues in future work.
